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Abstract 

In space exploration, robots are important to do some hazardous jobs instead of human. 

The robots usually work in an unstructured environment to operate non-cooperative targets. 

There are unpredictable events which can reduce the capacity of robots. And unfortunately 

the communication channel between robots and ground command center has limited band-

width and high latency. Therefore, space robot system needs plans that can autonomously 

deal with unpredictable events. Executable plans must satisfy some well defined conventions. 

This paper proposes a formal representation of plan library based on Petri net as well as the 

way to define conventions based on LTL. The formal representation formalizes concepts such 

as event, action and behavior. And plan is a behavior instance. This approach could be used 

to generate rational plans automatically or with a litter help of human. We illustrate them 

with a space robot application example. 

 

Keywords: Space robot system, discrete event system (DES), Plan generation, linear 

temporal logic (LTL), Reasoning service 

 

1. Introduction 

Now the space robot researches have focused on in-space operation robots and planetary 

surface exploration robots [1]. The in-space operation robots assist shuttle docking and 

scientific experiment in satellites or space stations, such as ERA (European Robotic Arm) [2], 

Canadarm [3], and JEMRMS (Japan Experiment Module Remote Manipulator System) [4]. 

And the planetary surface exploration robots rove and sample on planetary surface, such as 

Sojourner [5]. 

These space robots have the following characteristics: (a) robots work in unstructured 

environments; (b) robots operate non-cooperative targets; (c) there are unpredictable events 

which can reduce robots capacity; (d) the communication channel between robots and ground 

command center has limited band-width and high latency. Since these characteristics, we 

need to generate plans by which space robot system deals with unpredictable events 

autonomously. Executable plans must satisfy some well defined conventions. 

To formally define plans, a knowledge model is need to represent things about space robot 

system in a general case which means that it doesn’t make too many assumptions on the 

specific robot system. Different knowledge models have been studied. The most popular on 

remains the rule-based model, for which different implementations have been proposed 

[6].The traditional means has inherent weakness in the process of knowledge representation 

and knowledge sharing. To solve this problem, ontology technology is used in the field of 
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knowledge engineering. It is an ideal approach to construct knowledge case based on 

ontology in order to store and represent domain knowledge [7]. 

When a plan is mentioned, it must be defined on a control structure that models 

concurrency control strategy. Kripke structure [8] is widely used since its autonomous 

capability and excellent real-time responsiveness. Robot system has a complete control 

strategy when the Kripke structure has been fulfilled by a plan. 

Owing to uncertainties in the execution, robot system should be modeled by DES (Discrete 

Event System) [9]. DES modeling method has the following kinds: Petri nets [10], Alphabet-

based approaches [11], Perturbation methods [12], Control theoretic techniques [13], and 

Expert systems design [14]. A plan of DES defines when and which action should be enabled 

or disabled according to the happening events. 

Earlier researches on plan representation tended to encapsulate functionality into behaviors 

as basic units to form plans. Since that, these control systems are called behavior-based 

control systems [15], such as ALLIANCE [16], CAMPOUT [17]. Behavior-based control 

systems have been used on mobile robot platforms to deal with loosely coordinated tasks. 

Self-learning mechanisms for behavior-based system optimize the parameters of behavior 

selection algorithm [18-20]. 

Current researches have achieved something such as modeling plan executing process [21-

24] and modeling uncertainty in sensing [25, 26]. Existing works focus on planning strategy 

and process modeling, but the lack of formal representation of concepts in plan generation 

restricts their usage in space exploration. 

There are some logic systems, such as Floyd-Hoare logic [27] and the temporal logic of 

actions [28], reason about algorithms of computer program. They assume that if the 

preconditions of an action are true and the action is enabled, then postconditions must be true 

when the action has been finished. This assumption is almost certainly false in the field of 

robotics. Robots would get different results according to unpredictable event in an action. 

This paper is organized as follows: a general knowledge model for space robot system is 

introduced in Section 2; Section 3 proposes a formal representation of plan library based on 

Petri net; Section 4 designs a logical system to define conventions and decide whether a plan 

satisfies a set of convention; finally, we illustrate them with a space robot application 

example in Section 5 and give conclusion in Section 6. 

 

2. General Knowledge Model for Space Robot System 

To represent things in the real-world, knowledge is modeled by a conceptualization 

[29] defined as an ordered triple  ,,WDC , where D is a domain of discourse, W is 

a set of maximal states of affairs of such domain (also called possible worlds) , and   is 

a set of conceptual relations on the domain space  WD , . A conceptual relation n
  of 

arity n on  WD ,  is a total function 
n

Dn
W 2:   from W into the set of all n-ary 

(ordinary) relations on D. Authors have published a paper [30] for more details of the 

general knowledge model. 

There are sophisticated logical tools for representing and reasoning the 

conceptualization of world knowledge, such as propositional logic and predicate logic. 

But unfortunately, the propositional logic has very limited power of expression and the 

predicate logic is undecidable. Due to the good qualities on expression power, 

decidability, and superiority in object-oriented classification, we employ the 

Description Logic [31], which is extended from first-order predicate logic. 
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Description Logic uses feature function f  that maps things in domain D  to 

individuals in symbolic domain  . A concept is a description which gathers the 

common properties among a collection of individuals. So that, a concept C  is a subset 

of  , and a relation is an n-tuple of individuals in  . 

With the Description Logic, knowledge model  AT ,  consists of TBox T  and ABox 

A . The TBox contains intensional knowledge in the form of a terminology and is built 

through declarations that describe general properties of concepts. TBox is a finite set of 

subsumption assertion. The ABox contains extensional knowledge that is specific to the 

individuals in  . ABox is a finite set of instance assertion. 

StateABoxCommonABoxABox __   can be divided into the set of common assertion and 

the set of state assertion, where  StateABoxCommonABox __ . The values of assertions in 

CommonABox _  are independent of possible world  . Conversely, the values of assertions in 

StateABox _  are dependent of possible world   and )(_ StateABox  is the set of assertion 

which is true in possible world  . Before we have a set W  of possible world, 

StateABox _ . The set W and StateABox _  can be constructed through the method 

introduced by Section 4 when we have a plan. 

A plan specifies the stages of execution (refer to possible worlds), the assertions which are 

true in a stage (refer to elements of )(_ StateABox ), and the translations from one stage to 

another. Plan_Lib  is constructed for plan generating and sConvention  are properties that must 

be satisfied by a rational plan. As shown in Figure 1. 

 

P la n _ L ib

C o n v e n tio n s

R a tio n a l p la n

 P o s s ib le  w o r ld s    

A B o x _ S ta te  (    )

T ra n s la t io n
S a tis f ie d  b y

W

 



G e n e ra te

 

Figure 1. Rational Plan is Generated by Plan Library and Satisfies Conventions 

Plans must be defined on a control structure which models concurrency control strategy. 

This paper employs Kripke structure [8] since its autonomous capability and excellent real-

time responsiveness. The Kripke structure is a tuple ),,,(
0

SLRSM  , where S  is a non-

empty finite set of state, R  is a set of translation, BA
SL 2:   assigns every state a set of 

basic assertion, and SS 
0

 is a set of initial states. Robot system has a complete control 

strategy when the control structure ),,,(
0

SLRSM   has been fulfilled by a plan. 

The set of state which is active at a point of time is called
mark

S , and SS
mark

 . A trace 

of a plan is a sequence 
1,0,

,
markmark

SS , where 
00,

SS
mark

 . All possible traces of a 

rational plan must satisfy the properties defined in Conventions. 

 

3. Plan Library 

 SetBehaviorSetActionSetEventLibPlan _,_,__  consists of a set of event, a set of 

action, and a set of behavior. Event is a set of assertions and, when we say the event happens, 

it means that all assertions in the set are true now. Action is an atomic functional interface. 
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Behavior is a control strategy that receives and sends events, enables and disables actions. 

Plan is a behavior instance generated from Behavior_Set. And the plan is rational if it satisfies 

Conventions. Relationships in plan library are shown in Figure 2. 

 

B e h a v io r

E v e n t

R e c e iv e S e n d

A c tio n
E n a b le /D is a b le

R e s u lt  fe e d b a c k

C o n v e n tio n s

R a tio n a l p la n

G e n e ra te

S a tis f ie d  b y

 

Figure 2. Relationships in Plan Library 

3.1. Definitions of Plan Library 

Definition 1: Event 

An event    
mn

AseertionAssertionxxE  ,,
11

  is a set of assertion, where E the event 

name and variable individuals is 
n

xx ,
1

 are called event parameters. Its corresponding event 

parameter specification     
nnEEE

xCxCParameter
,11,

,  specifies the value scope of event 

parameters. An event instance  
n

aaE ,
1

 arises from event  
n

xxE ,
1

, where assertions 

   
nnEE

aCaC
,11,

,  must be true. 

SetEvent _  is a set of ordered tuple  
En

ParameterxxE ,,
1
 . 

Definition 2: Action 

An action    
AAAAn

ResultDisableReadyEnablexxA ,,,,
1

  is an atomic functional interface, 

where A  is the action name, variable individuals 
n

xx ,
1

 are called action parameters, 

A
Enable  is the event that action is enabled, 

A
Ready  is the event that action get ready, 

A
Disable  is the event that action is disabled, 

A
Result  is the set of result event. Its 

corresponding action parameter specification     
nnAAA

xCxCParameter
,11,

,  specifies the 

value scope of action parameters. An action instance  
n

aaA ,
1

 arises from  
n

xxA ,
1

, 

where assertions    
nnAA

aCaC
,11,

,  must be true. 

If the event 
A

Enable  happens and the action A  has been initialized, then A  will be enabled 

to wait 
A

Ready . The enabled A  starts executing if 
A

Ready  happens. The executing A  must 

be disabled immediately if 
A

Disable  happens. When A  finishes, it sends an result event 

A
ResultR  . 

In essence an action instance is a mapping from one initial state to several possible final 

states. It could be a calculation or a functional interface of actuator. 

SetAction _  is a set of ordered tuple  
An

ParameterxxA ,,
1
 . 
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Definition 3: Behavior 

A behavior    
BBBBBn

EOutputInputTerminatePxxB ,,,,,
1

  is an action control strategy 

based on events, where B  is the behavior name, variable individuals 
n

xx ,
1

 are called 

behavior parameters, 
B

P  is the behavior precondition event, 
B

Terminate  is the behavior 

terminating event, 
B

Input  is the set of input event, 
B

Output  is the set of output event, and 
B

E  

is the set of postcondition event. Its corresponding behavior parameter specification 

    
nnBBB

xCxCParameter
,11,

,  specifies the value scope of parameters. A behavior instance 

 
n

aaB ,
1

 arises from  
n

xxB ,
1

, where    
nnBB

aCaC
,11,

,  must be true. 

If the event 
B

P  happens and the behavior B  has been initialized, then B  starts executing. 

During the execution, B  receives input events in 
B

Input  and sends output events in 
B

Output . 

The executing B  must be terminated immediately if 
B

Terminate  happens. When B  finishes, 

it sends a postcondition event 
B

EE  . 

In essence a behavior instance is a mapping from one initial state and several input event 

instances to several possible final states and output event instances. It involves branch 

selections, events generation, events response, and the clusters of behavior results. 

SetBehavior _  is a set of ordered tuple  
Bn

ParameterxxB ,,
1
 . It is divided into two parts, 

including primitives and combinations: 

nsCombinatioPrimitivesSetBehavior _  

A primitive corresponds to an action and a combination is constructed by primitives. The 

internal structure of combination is called behavior structure. 

 

3.2. Petri Net Model of Plan Library 

Behavior structure is modeled by Pr/T Petri net with enabling arcs and inhibitory arcs. 

Each 
i

Place  of the Petri net is assigned a set  
i

PlaceSetAssertion _  of assertions. These 

assertions are true when 
i

Place  has a token and vice versa. 

As shown in Figure 3, a behavior structure is formed by several building blocks and a 

control block, where the building blocks have interfaces that could be connected through the 

control block. To be concise, we use combinations as building blocks to construct more 

complex behavior not just only using primitives. 
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Figure 3. Behavior Structure 
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Primitive building block is defined in Section 3.2.1. Combination building block is defined 

in Section 3.2.2. And control block is defined in Section 3.2.3. 

 

3.2.1 Primitive Building Block: A primitive building block corresponds to an action and its 

Petri net model is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Primitive Building Block 

Refer to the definition of action, correspondence between action and this Petri net model is 

shown as follows: 
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Refer to the definition of behavior, correspondence between primitive and this Petri net 

model is shown as follows: 
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The primitive building block in Figure 4 has two result places, but it could have more 

result places in a general case. 

 

3.2.2. Combination Building Block: The Petri net model of a combination building block is 

shown in Figure 5. The denotations }{ Input  and }{Output  mean that the number of events 

could be 0 or a natural number. 
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Figure 5. Combination Building Block 

Refer to the definition of behavior, correspondence between combination and this Petri net 

model is shown as follows: 
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The denotations BlockStart _ , BlockAbort _ , ,2_,1_ ResultBlockResultBlock , }{ Input , 

and }{Output  are interfaces that need to be connected to the interfaces of a control block. 

 

3.2.3. Control Block: In a behavior structure, control block manages the procedure of 

building blocks through their interfaces. Here is a simple example of sequence control block, 

and there is another example in Section 5. Control block Sequence (A, B) is connected with 

two building blocks: A and B. If A fails then B would be skipped. Its Petri net model is shown 

in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Control Block Sequence (A, B) 
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We can design other control blocks according to the involved building blocks and external 

events. 

 

3.3. Initialization Process and Update Process of Plan Library 

Before the initialization process of plan library, Event_Set, Action_Set, and Behavior_Set 

are all empty. It begins when we have the definitions of functional interfaces in the form of: 

   
AAAAn

ResultDisableReadyEnablexxA ,,,,
1

 ,     
nnAAA

xCxCParameter
,11,

, . 

Firstly, add the actions in the form of  
An

ParameterxxA ,,
1
  into SetAction _ . 

Secondly, add the events in the form of 
AA

ParameterEnable , , 
AA

ParameterReady , , 

AA
ParameterDisable , , 

AA
ParameterResult ,  into SetEvent _ . 

Finally, define the Petri net models of primitives corresponding to the actions as shown in 

Section 3.2.1, and then add the primitives in the form of  
An

ParameterxxPrimitive ,,
1
  into 

the set Primitives. 

The initialization process of plan library is shown in Figure 7. 

 

E v e n t_ S e t =  Ø ,  A c t io n _ S e t =  Ø ,  

B e h a v io r_ S e t= {P r im it iv e s =  Ø ,  C o m b in a t io n s =  Ø }

In i t  A c t io n _ S e t

In i t  P r im it iv e s In i t  E v e n t_ S e t

 

Figure 7. Initialization Process of Plan Library 

Plan library need to be updated in two cases as follows: 

(1) A functional interface has been added/deleted/changed. Then SetAction _ , Primitives , 

SetEvent _ , and nsCombinatio  must be updated as shown in Figure 8. 

 

E v e n t_ S e t, A c t io n _ S e t, 

B e h a v io r_ S e t= {P r im it iv e s , C o m b in a tio n s }

I f  a d d /d e le te /c h a n g e  fu n c tio n a l  in te r fa c e

U p d a te  A c tio n _ S e t

U p d a te  P r im it iv e s

&  C o m b in a tio n s
U p d a te  E v e n t_ S e t

 

Figure 8. Update Process Caused by Functional Interface 

(2) A combination has been added/deleted/changed. Then nsCombinatio  and SetEvent _  

must be updated as shown in Figure 9. 
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E v e n t_ S e t,  A c t io n _ S e t,  

B e h a v io r_ S e t= {P r im it iv e s , C o m b in a t io n s }

I f  a d d /d e le te /c h a n g e  b e h a v io r

U p d a te  C o m b in a t io n s

U p d a te  E v e n t_ S e t

 

Figure 9. Update Process Caused by Combination 

4. Conventions and Reasoning Services about Plan 

A plan is a behavior instance. If robot system chooses to execute it, the set W  of possible 

world and the set StateABox _  of state assertion could be defined according to the Petri net 

model. Suppose that the set of marking place in possible world   is  
m

PlacePlacePlace ,,
21

, 

then the subset of StateABox _  in which all assertions are true in possible world   is defined 

as follows: 

   
m

i

i
PlaceSetAssertionStateABox

1

__



  

Each time the plan executes, it generates a sequence ,,
10

   that is called a trace of 

the plan. Reasoning services about plan decide whether all possible traces of a plan satisfy the 

properties defined in sConvention  or not. If the answer is true, we say the plan is rational. 

Otherwise, the plan is irrational. 

Since the traces are represented by a discrete-time structure, their properties in sConvention  

are obviously defined by the temporal logic system for discrete-time model. Fortunately, there 

are well developed temporal logic systems for discrete-time model, such as CTL
*
 [32] or one 

of its sublogics, CTL (computation tree logic, Clarke et al., 1986) [33] or LTL (linear 

temporal logic, Pnuelli 1981) [34]. The advantages of the LTL have been analyzed in [35]. 

Because of its expressiveness, compositionality, uniformity, and bounded model checking, we 

choose LTL as the temporal logic system about plan. 

In the LTL, formulas are composed from the set of atomic propositions using the usual 

Description Logic connectives as well as the temporal connective G (“always”), F 

(“eventually”), X (“next”), and U (“until”): 

- for all StateABoxp _ , p is a state formula 

-  
i

StateABoxp _  is recorded as pi |,  

- if   and   are state formulas, then so are  ,   , and    

- any state formula   is also a path formula 

- if   and   are path formulas, then so are  ,   ,   , X  , and U ψ  

-  | , for any state formula  , if and only if  |0,  

-  |  if and only if  |  

-  |  if and only if π |= φ and φ |= ψ 

-  |  if and only if π |= φ or π |= ψ 
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- π |= U ψ  if and only if, for some i ≥ 0,  |, i  and  |, j  for all 0 ≤ j < i 

- π |= X   if and only if  |1,  

Conventions are LTL path formulas that must be satisfied by each possible trace of a 

rational plan. Such as safety property π |=  ( true U error ) that means error  will never 

happen, and liveness property π |= true U necessary  that means necessary  must happen. 

Reasoning services about plan decide whether a given plan P  satisfies a LTL path formula 

 . One of the most efficient algorithms for LTL properties checking is the automata theoretic 

approach (Lichtenstein and Pnueli 1985; Vardi and Wolper 1986) [36, 37]. 

In the automata theoretic approach, we build automata 


B  which accepts all traces for 

which   holds. The asynchronous product of P  and 


B , Asyn , is constructed. If there are 

no accepting runs of Asyn , then P  satisfies the LTL path formula  . 

For an irrational plan, the automata theoretic approach will give the trace which violates 

conventions. This trace will be used as a reference for refining. 

 

5. Application Example 

It has been used in the prototype of scientific experiment assistant robot system on space 

station, which is developed by Shenyang Institute of Automation Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, State key Laboratory of Robotics, Department of Space Automation Technologies 

and Systems. 

The robotic arm is a part of the prototype. It consists of six joints and an end-effector. 

There is a human operator interface for the robotic arm to input position information and feed 

visual images back. Each one of joints has its own embedded controller, and these embedded 

controllers are connected with a master controller through communication buses. As shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Robotic Arm

6 Joints End-effector

Human Operator Interface

 

Figure 10. The Example Robot System 

Each robot controller provides several functional interfaces with variable parameters. From 

the perspective of plan library, these interfaces are actions. For example, one of the 

functional interfaces of a joint is called rotate with four parameters: joint_id, maximal 

speed, maximal torque, and target angle. It’s corresponding action of robotic arm is 

Rotate(joint_id, max_speed, max_torque, target_angle) with a parameter specification. 

Then we add the action to the plan library of robotic arm. The mapping from the set of 

primitive behavior to the set of action is bijective as shown in Section 3.2.1.  

The set of primitive behavior is used as building blocks to construct complex behavior 

structures. Here is a representative example. Assume that there are two primitive 

behaviors of robotic arm: one is the previously introduced Rotate which rotates a special 

joint to target angle, and another is Calc_inv which calculates the inverse kinematics to 
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translate end position of robotic arm into angles of all joints. 

To generate a plan for the servo control of robotic arm, we design a complex behavior 

Sync_motion with seven time-dependent parameters ),,,,,,(
ttttttt

zyx   which makes 

that the end position of robotic arm follows an existing position-time curve or the real-

time input from human operator interface, where 
tttttt

zyx  ,,,,,  is the target position 

in the next time interval 
t

 . If the behavior doesn’t care about an end position parameter, 

for instance, 
t

 , then we writes nil
t
 . 

When Calc_inv detects that the parameters have been changed, it calculates the target 

angles of joints, and then the control block of Sync_motion enables Rotate to make that 

joints rotate to target angles in parallel. If Calc_inv quits with the result End_calc, then 

the behavior structure of Sync_motion will quit with the result OK. Petri net model of 

Sync_motion is shown in Figure 11. It's worth noting that a behavior enables and disables 

actions rather than calling them. 

 

 

Figure 11. Petri Net Model of Behavior Sync_motion 

In the application, joints would delay several time intervals to rotate. So they can do 

some motional optimization to run smoothly. Since these time intervals are short (for 

instance, less than 10ms), this approach is acceptable and very effective.  

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a formal representation of plan library based on Petri net. 

Additionally, we design a logical system based on LTL to define conventions and decide 

whether a plan satisfies a set of convention. This approach doesn’t make too many 

assumptions on the specific robot system, so it can be widely used. With a space robot 

application example, we illustrate that the plan library is flexible and extensible. On the 

downside, we need experts to generate plan from a plan library for a given task. More future 

works are necessary to design a mechanism for assisting an abecedarian to generate plans or 

automatically generating plans. 
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